A Few Key Points About The Approaching Warning (Illumination of Conscience) and the Exodus for the Refuges

Blessings beloved ones,

There are a few points that I, "a soul", feel that I need to explain as I know that many people are concerned about the Warning (Illumination of Conscience) happening soon and about the exodus to the refuges.

The first point that I want to stress is that before the Great Warning happens on Earth, many volcanoes will be erupting and earthquakes taking place due to the movement of celestial bodies entering the Earth's orbit. Even if you expect to be leaving for a refuge after the Warning happens, you must prepare your homes and property for the lead-up to the Warning--especially, if you live near a volcano or in an earthquake-prone area. For example, I, "a soul", live in an area where there are a lot of earthquake faults. Although our small, older home is not set-up to be a refuge, my family has still done things to protect the house, such as putting a blessed home protection kit in the four corners of the land, so when the earthquakes start happening, the house will not collapse. Other ways to protect your home, is to have a blessed Divine Mercy Image, blessed Seal of the Living God, or a blessed representation of the Holy Family (image, statue, etc), within your home, because the Lord has promised special protections for those who prepare in this way. So, everyone should prepare their homes and property, because the earthquakes will come as part of the Warning (Illumination of Conscience). And when the shaking starts every place, this happening will not stop, because it will be a new reality with the Earth waking up.

The next point that I want people to be aware of is that there are "interim" refuges and "final" refuges. During the exodus to the refuges, you and your family may be sent first to several "interim" refuges before you finally reach a larger "final" refuge. The difference between them, is that interim refuges are smaller (can only house a few groups at a time) and will only have a miraculous source of healing water on the property. However, the larger final refuges will not only have a miraculous source of healing water, they will also have a miraculous healing cross in the sky above them. Also, some refuges may start out as interim refuges, but over time, they may become a final refuge, because the Lord might increase the capacity (i.e., land), so dormitories can be built by the holy angels, etc. It really depends on the needs of the people which will be evolving during the Great Tribulation.

Now, people may ask, why are there both interim and final refuges? The reason people will be traveling to larger final refuges is because during the Three Days of Darkness, God will need His beloved children to be clustered together to protect them from the effects of the Comet of Chastisement hitting Earth. So, at that point, people will be
either living in caves, or in larger final refuges so when the Comet strikes, people will be lifted up in the air by their guardian angels so God can renew the face of the Earth.

The next point that I want to discuss is the need to be in a community or refuge. I know that a lot of people desire to stay in their homes during the Great Tribulation, however, this may not be possible for many people, if you do not have an independent source of water--a well or spring, etc., on your property. People need to understand that unless your home is properly equipped to be a refuge (please ask the Lord in prayer), an essential aspect of the Lord's Plan for His beloved children, is that God desires His faithful ones to be living in communities and refuges. It is not part of the Divine Plan that people continue to live apart and separate from one another as modern society teaches.

In a heavenly message, the Lord gave this teaching once that is very important for people to understand. People like to challenge God, telling Him, that if God really is all powerful, to give them all knowledge, all truth, all at once. And Jesus said that yes, He Is All-Powerful and can do such things, however, we as human beings are not predisposed to handle such knowledge all at once. It is because Truth is based on Love and our hearts need to be expanded in order to understand the Truth of Love.

Living in communities and refuges during the Great Tribulation is not simply a matter about surviving the Apocalypse. It about learning and growing spiritually--growing in holiness--so we as the faithful ones can be prepared to live after the Great Tribulation during the Renewal period leading up to the Second Coming of Our Lord and the Era of Peace. Growing in Love--Truth--is about learning to love God above all else and our neighbor as self. For most people, this type of personal growth can only be achieved by living in communities with one another. Because it is a matter of learning how to be unselfish--the total opposite of what modern society tries to teach us to do. So, it is only by living in communities and refuges, that the people of God can truly shed so many bad behaviors and learn how to truly behave as beloved children of God and ready themselves for the coming Era of Peace--with the New Heaven and New Earth as one Kingdom--the New Jerusalem--under God.

And so, I want people to be aware of these points as they consider what may be happening before and after the Warning and what preparations might be needed. I have these two blog pages that might be helpful for people who are looking for information on the refuges. Please remember that you can search for key words on these pages, so, for example, if you want to look up information on "interim" refuges, you can do so, etc., by using the “CTRL-F” feature on your keyboard:

Information On Refuges During The Great Tribulation
https://maryrefugeofsouls.com/refuges/
Prophet John Leary – Messages – Refuges (55 pages can be searched and downloaded)
https://maryrefugeofsouls.com/prophet-john-leary/messages-refuges/

I hope that this is helpful for people.

*God bless,*
--*a soul*